DIANE FORSTER - INTENTIONAL LIVING EXPERT,
MINDSET & MANIFESTATION MENTOR
“I HAVE TODAY...Find Your Passion, Purpose and Smile...Finally!”
Diane knows how it feels to reach a point of no return where life seems to be spiraling out of
control. Through her own painful journey out of chaos, Diane discovered how to transform
those spiraling forces into POWER and changed her life forever. Diane teaches you exactly
how you can do it, too.
DIANE FORSTER is a Best Selling Author, Award-Winning Inventor, TEDx Speaker, TV Host,
Podcaster, Intentional Living Expert and Re-Invention Specialist. She works with clients
privately and helps you clear away mindset blocks and limiting beliefs that can block you
from reaching your full potential in business, life and relationships. Diane is the CEO and
Founder of I HAVE TODAY. She is the best-selling author of “I HAVE TODAY: Find Your
Passion, Purpose and Smile…Finally!”
Her TV Show, her Podcast, both called, “I HAVE TODAY with Diane Forster” and all her other
products/programs help people live enriched, empowered, inspiring lives through their
transitions, to reinvent themselves. Diane’s career began in advertising and TV sales, including DISNEY/ABC. She is also the inventor of The
SPIFTER, a fun kitchen tool that won an INNOVATION AWARD at the International Housewares Show in Chicago. Diane has been featured on
many TV, Radio and Podcast shows and writes an inspiring weekly blog. Diane is a mother of twins and lives in San Diego. Her mission is to see
that ONE BILLION people who don’t know their self-worth discover their true divinity, power and purpose.

DIANE’S MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS:
HOW TO REINVENT YOUR LIFE AND LIVE INTENTIONALLY - Learn how to go from being overwhelmed, stressed, and feeling stuck to living your life
with passion, excitement and purpose with Diane's 3-Step Intentional Living Process and what it means to live the “I HAVE TODAY” Way! Diane talks
about the freedom in forgiveness, the importance of setting intentions, and the power of making decisions. She will dispel feelings of fear, doubt and
worry and infuse the audience with confidence and other positive, mindset-building, uplifting emotions.
Value add for the audience: Simple empowerment “how to’s” and processes to use immediately to shift to more positive energy that will improve your
quality of life.
THE TOP 6 WORDS YOU NEED TO REPLACE TO POSITIVELY CHANGE YOUR LIFE - Your thoughts create your feelings, which create your language,
which create your outcomes. Language is so important! If you're talking about it, you're getting it...it doesn't matter what it is. Diane discusses the 6
words you need to remove out of your life forever and the words you need to replace them with. In her extensive research and years of studying and
practicing this work, Diane has discovered that these top 6 create the fastest path to an extraordinary life.
Value add for the audience: A powerful process that will have the audience thinking about what they say and why they say it, and what to say instead to
start manifesting a better, happier life.
HOW TO CREATE MORE POSITIVE OUTCOMES WITH INTENTION AND ATTITUDE: The art of an intentional life means you stop allowing outside
conditions, people or circumstances determine your happiness. You decide. You choose. You are the one with the power! During this interview, Diane
shares her M+I=O formula on creating positive outcomes and the role that intention setting and attitude plays in achieving your personal and
professional goals faster.
Value add for the audience: A greater understanding of your personal power and your ability to create your own “reality” and your future.

PRAISE:
"Diane Forster is one of the MOST IMPACTFUL SPEAKERS I have ever had the opportunity to witness. Her shine,
charisma and inspiration derived from her powerful personal story connects with people on a deep emotional level.
She helps people get unstuck and find their true path to a more abundant life. I highly recommend Diane for future
speaking events, she will not disappoint!" ~ Tamara Thompson - Founder - Broadcast Your Authority
“Diane’s presence amplifies her clear and inspirational message of hope, and in a very practical way, supporting you
in creating the future for which you were destined. Her life experiences, and lessons learned, have uniquely prepared
her to become a highly effective coach and mentor. Follow her in any manner appropriate to you; you will be
enriched by the experience!” ~ Werner Berger - President and CEO - Transformational Leadership Experiences
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